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Abstract. In this paper we use the schema theory presented in [20] to better understand the changes in size distribution when using GP with standard crossover
and linear structures. Applications of the theory to problems both with and without fitness suggest that standard crossover induces specific biases in the distributions of sizes, with a strong tendency to over sample small structures, and indicate
the existence of strong redistribution effects that may be a major force in the early
stages of a GP run. We also present two important theoretical results: An exact
theory of bloat, and a general theory of how average size changes on flat landscapes with glitches. The latter implies the surprising result that a single program
glitch in an otherwise flat fitness landscape is sufficient to drive the average program size of an infinite population, which may have important implications for
the control of code growth.

1 Introduction
The phenomenon of bloat, or code growth, has been observed in genetic programming
(GP) from the very beginning [5], and over the years the study of bloat has probably
been one of the most active areas of foundational GP research [3, 13, 15, 24, 21, 11, 6,
8, 7]. Numerous theories have been proposed to explain bloat, but these have typically
been qualitative rather than quantitative in nature. It is likely that none of these proposed
mechanisms is the complete story, and that they in fact interact in complex ways that
vary over the course of a GP run. Their qualitative nature, however, makes it difficult to
perform the kinds of quantitative study that would allow one to begin to tease out these
complex relationships. In this paper we show how recent results in GP schema theory
can be used to take what may be the first steps towards providing a unified theoretical
framework for understanding code growth in GP.
In recent work [20, in this proceedings] we present an exact schema theory for
Genetic Programming (GP) using standard crossover on linear representations. We also
show how that theory can be used to understand the significant biases standard crossover
introduces on the distribution and sampling of programs of different lengths even when
the fitness landscape is flat. In this paper we apply that schema theory to the problem
of better understanding changes in the distribution of lengths under standard crossover.
We find that in problems both with and without fitness, standard crossover induces very
specific biases in the distribution of sizes, with a strong tendency to over sample the
smaller structures. There also appear to be significant redistribution effects that may

be a major force in the early stages of a GP run. We then generalize these results,
yielding two important theoretical results. The first is an exact theory of bloat which
gives a formula for the change in average program size for infinite populations of linear
structures when using standard crossover without mutation. The second is a general
theory of how average sizes change on a flat landscape with “glitches” (sets of strings
with above or below average fitness), which implies the surprising result that a single
program glitch is sufficient to drive the average program size of an infinite population.
While the work reported here is all on GP with linear structures, the schema theorem
used is a special case of a more general GP schema theorem [17, in this proceedings].
We have chosen in these early applications to focus on linear structures because the
theoretical analysis is more manageable and the computations are more tractable. This
has yielded a number of important results for the linear case, and preliminary results
further suggest that many of the key ideas here are also applicable (at least in broad
terms) to the non-linear tree structures typically used in GP.
In the remainder of this section we will briefly survey three key theories of bloat,
and discuss why theoretical tools are crucial in our attempts to understand foundational
phenomena like bloat. In Sec. 2 we will present the schema theorem for GP using linear
structures and standard crossover. In Sec. 3 we will summarize theoretical results from
[20] showing that bloat does not happen on flat fitness landscapes when using standard
GP crossover (for related empirical results see, e.g., [9]), and in fact standard crossover
heavily over samples the shorter programs; we also present the exact schema theorem
there. We then apply the theory in Sec. 4 to a problem that does bloat and use the theory
to both predict and better understand the changes in the distribution of sizes. In Sec. 5
we show how the schema theory can be used to derive some general results relating
variations in the fitness landscape to changes in the average program size, and then
finish with some conclusions and ideas for future research (Sec. 6).
1.1

Three theories of bloat

As mentioned earlier, bloat in GP is an old problem that has received quite a lot of
attention over the years. Many techniques have been proposed to combat bloat but, as
noted in [11], these are mostly ad hoc, preceding rather than following from knowledge
of the causes of bloat. To date there are three major theories that propose to at least
partially explain bloat:
1. Replication accuracy, or protection against bad crossover
2. Removal bias
3. Nature of program search spaces
It is not generally claimed that any one of these is sufficient, or even that this set is complete, but each of these does appear to explain some interesting facet of the problem, and
in combination they provide a valuable set of tools for understanding code growth. They
are, however, primarily qualitative rather than quantitative in nature, which ultimately
limits their predictive power.
The replication accuracy theory [13, 3, 15] is based on the idea (common in evolutionary biology) that an important component of the success of an organism (in our case
a GP individual) is its ability to reproduce accurately, i.e., have offspring that are functionally similar to the parent (see, e.g., [4, 1]). This would suggest that if an evolutionary

computation system could evolve towards representations (including specific sizes and
shapes) that increased replication accuracy then, all other things being equal, it would
do so. One way this can happen in GP is through the evolution of large blocks of code
that do not contribute to the semantics of the individual. The larger these blocks, the
greater the chance that crossover points will be chosen there, ensuring that the offspring
are semantically equivalent to the root parent.
One drawback of the replication accuracy hypothesis is that it is presented solely
in terms of individuals avoiding disruption, and does not consider creation effects. Creation effects, however, are crucial, because without them one cannot have the evolution
of new structures. Replication accuracy is typically assumed to be most important later
in the run, when there’s little or no change in the best fitness and creation effects may
indeed be minimal. It tells us little, however, about the changes in program size we
observe in the early stages of runs. The replication accuracy hypothesis also provides
no way of judging the relative importance of potentially competing forces. If, for example, there is a fitness induced bias favoring smaller trees, and replication accuracy
favors larger trees, how will these biases interact? In many cases these interactions may
change over the course of a run, and this hypothesis currently provides little help in
understanding these phase transitions.
The removal bias theory [22, 11] is based on the observation that the semantically
irrelevant nodes of a GP tree tend to be in the lower parts of the tree and are therefore
the root of subtrees that are smaller than the average subtree for that individual. If it is
indeed the case that successful crossovers will tend to replace semantically irrelevant
nodes, then the removed subtree will tend to be a smaller than average subtree. There is
no size bias with respect to the inserted subtree, however, since that subtree will have no
semantic impact. This means that fitness neutral crossover events will tend to replace
smaller subtrees with larger subtrees, which will lead to bloat.
The removal bias hypothesis is closely related to the replication accuracy hypothesis, and not surprisingly it suffers essentially the same drawbacks: Failure to consider
creation effects, no way of predicting the interactions of competing forces, and a primary applicability to the later stages of a run. It further hinges, though, on important
assumptions about the structure of program trees, such as the assumption that the semantically important nodes tend to be clustered near the root of the tree. While there is
evidence that this is true in many cases, it is unclear how well this generalizes, e.g., to
problems with side-effecting primitives.
The nature of program search spaces theory [11] is based on the experimental observation that, for a variety of test problems (e.g., [10, 6]), above a certain problem
dependent size, the distribution of fitnesses does not vary a great deal with the size of
the programs. Since there are more (syntactically) different long programs, the number
of long programs of a given fitness is greater than the number of short programs of the
same fitness. Thus, all other things being equal, over time one is more likely to sample
the long programs simply because there are more of them.
This theory has the advantage of being quite general. Since it talks about the search
space rather than the search mechanism, it potentially applies to a whole variety of variable length search techniques (see [11] for examples). It relies, however, on two crucial
assumptions. First it requires that the distribution of fitnesses is roughly independent of
length. As mentioned above, this has been observed experimentally on a variety of problems, and [6] provides a theoretical analysis which shows that certain general classes
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Fig. 1. Graphs of the average size over time of a representative run of the INC-IGNORE problem. Graph (a) (based on [13]) also includes the average fitness (multiplied by 50 so the ranges
coincide). The population size is 200.

of problems will always have this property. It is, however, easy to construct (artificial)
problems where this assumption does not hold, yet bloat still occurs (e.g., the one-thenzeros problem in Sec. 4). Second, this hypothesis assumes that the search operators
sample the space in a manner that is neutral with regard to size. Recent schema theory
results on flat fitness landscapes and linear structures [20] raise serious doubts about the
veracity of that assumption when one is using standard crossover. While there are GP
crossover operators that are neutral with regard to size (e.g., one-point GP crossover
[18]), standard crossover clearly is not, being instead heavily biased (on flat fitness
landscapes over linear structures) towards an over sampling of the smaller structures.
1.2

Why theory matters

Before proceeding to the presentation of the schema theory and its applications to bloat,
it is worth looking at an example of why theoretical tools are so important.
Six years ago McPhee and Miller [13] examined bloat in the INC-IGNORE problem, an artificial problem designed specifically
to help isolate the causes of bloat. In

this problem there is a single terminal, , and two unary functions, INC and IGNORE,
 and     
defined by 
. Thus INC adds one to its argument,

and IGNORE returns!a constant regardless of its argument. The goal is to generate a
string having value  ; the fitness
is the absolute value of the difference between the
"
a correct indistring’s value and the target of  , with low values being better. Thus

vidual would be a string of 100 INCs followed by either the terminal , or an IGNORE
which could then be followed by any number of nodes of any type (since their value
would be ignored).
We re-implemented this problem and did new runs, getting very similar behavior to
that reported in [13].1 Fig. 1(a) shows the changes in the average fitness and the average
size over time in a representative run, and one can see a clear relationship between the
abrupt discovery of a solution and the onset of bloat.
1

To get the fairly flat fitness one sees in the early generations in Fig. 1(a) it is necessary to bias
the initial population so there are many more IGNORE nodes than INC nodes; a ratio of #%$ &"'
was used both here and in [13].
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Fig. 2. Graph of the average size over time in the INC-IGNORE problem averaged over 20 runs.
Also plotted are the average ( one standard deviation. The population size is 200.

Due to practical limitations, the runs reported in [13] were only taken out 100 generations. What effect did this limitation have? Fig. 1(b) shows the development of the
average size in a new run taken out to 3000 generations. In this extended run bloat
appears to continue steadily for several hundred generations, but with an increasing
amount of noise. After that initial steady rise, though, the behavior becomes very erratic. By showing more generations, Fig. 1(b) shows a much more complex picture
than that in Fig. 1(a). This raises questions about whether or how long the code growth
would continue if we ran more generations. The overall trends are a little easier to read
in Fig. 2, where we show the average of 20 runs of INC-IGNORE out to 2000 generations. While there is clearly a change in the rate of growth after several hundred
generations, the average size past that point is still remarkably noisy despite the averaging, and it’s unclear whether, for example, the long term behavior will be asymptotic.
The point here is not to criticize the methodology in [13]; all empirical papers are
subject to practical limits, and any such paper might yield new ideas and information
if one were able to extend the experiments. The point is that any empirical study is
unavoidably limited, and can perforce only provide a small window on the large and
complex picture of GP behavior. How do we get around those limitations? In this paper
we propose to use schema theory.

2 Schema theory for GP on linear structures
In recent work the GA schema theory in [23] has been extended to GP [16, 17]. Unlike
most previous schema theory work, which provides lower bounds on the number of
instances of a schema, this new work provides exact formulas for the transmission of
schemata from one generation to the next.
GP is a highly complex process and, as might be expected, the schema theory to
describe its behavior is also relatively complex. To make matters more tractable in this
paper, we will only consider applications of the theory to a specific simplified domain,
namely that of linear structures; thus we will restrict our attention to problems with only
unary operators. See [17] for a more general treatment.

2.1

Schema theory definitions

In this section we will present a series of crucial definitions that allow us to represent
schemata, and count and build instances of schemata.
In a linear-structure GP where ) is the set of non-terminal nodes and * is the set of
terminal nodes, individuals can be seen as sequences of symbols +-,.+ 0/1/1/ +-243 where
+-5768)
for 9;:=<?>@ and +-243
6A* . We will then define a linear GP schema as
the same kind of sequence + , + /1/%/ + 243 except that a new “don’t care” symbol ‘  ’ is
added to both ) and * .2 Thus schemata represent sets of linear structures, where the
positions labelled ‘  ’ can be filled in by any element of ) (or * if it is the terminal
position). A few examples of schema are:3
B

C
B
B

2

: The set of all sequences of length < .

"DE : The set of all sequences of length FG

" E : The singleton set containing the string 1

starting with a 1.
followed by F 0’s.

Now that we can represent schemata, we present a series of definitions that allow us
to count instances of schemata.
Definition 1 (Proportion in population). HIKJMLN is the proportion of strings in the
population at time N matching schema J . For finite populations of size O , HIPJMLQN4
R
R
KJMLNTS-O , where
PJULN is the number of instances of J
at time N .
Definition 2 (Selection probability). VIPJMLQN is the probability of selecting an instance
of schema J from the population at time N . This is typically a function of HIKJMLN , the
fitness distribution in the population, and the details of the selection operators. With
fitness proportionate selection, for example, VIPJMLQN@HWKJMLNXUY0PJMLQNQS YWPN , where
in the population at time N and
Y0PJMLQN is the average fitness of all the instances of J
Y0 N is the average fitness in the population at time N .
Definition 3 (Transmission probability). Z KJMLN is the probability that the schema
will be constructed in the process of creating the population for time N[ out of
J
the population at time N . This will typically be a function of VWK\ULN , for the various
schemata \ that could play a role in constructing J , and of the details of the various
recombination and mutation operators being used.
Given these definitions, we can model the standard evolutionary algorithm as the
repeated application of the cycle
hIi

cKjcPd eTf
HWKJMLN^] _a` >
_abDg cPd eQf VWKJMLN bak eQ>]P]g ealm_ak Z KJMLN /


For an infinite population HIPJMLQNno.pGZqPJULN for N r , which means we can iterate
these equations to exactly model the behavior of an infinite population over time.
2

3

This new ‘ s ’ symbol plays a role similar to that of the ‘#’ “don’t care” symbol in GA schema
theory. For historical reasons, however, ‘#’ has been assigned another meaning in the more
general version of the GP schema theory [17].
We will use the superscript notation from theory of computation, where tvu indicates a sequence of wxt ’s.

To formalize the creation of instances of a linear schema we define
y

y

35
KJML9mLTz{p|+},.+ I/%/1/ +15 3 CQ~

32q5
KJML9mLQpD
+-5C+-5  I/1/%/ +-243

is the schema of length z matching the leftmost 9 symbols of J , and
 matching the rightmost <>9 symbols of J .4 The
is the schema of length

y
important thing about and is that if you use standard
crossover to crossover any

instance of y KJML9mLTz{ at position 9 with any instance of PJMLQ9m
L at position ><9 ,

P<> q9p:<z .
the result will be an instance of J , provided5 zx< , and
Further, these are the only ways to use standard crossover to construct instances of J ,
so these definitions fully characterize the mechanism for constructing instances of J .
Here


PJMLQ9TLmz

PJUL9mL

2.2

The schema theorem

Given these definitions, we now present the exact schema theorem for linear structures
from [20] in a more compact form:
Theorem 1 (Schema theorem for linear structures and standard crossover). For
GP on linear structures using standard crossover with probability V XO and no mutation
we have
Z KJMLN [>V

XO XVIPJMLQNMV

XO

XZ

XO KJMLN

where

Z

XO PJULNp

 m!
!
  "
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zX
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To simplify the calculations in the remainder of the paper we will assume
throughout.
2.3
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V
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An exact theory of bloat

One way to calculate the average length of the population at time N , which we shall
write as ¨p N , is
¨pPN©

K<?XHID

2

LNQ /

(1)

2
HWKJMLN.ªZ KJMLN ), we can rewrite Eq. (1) as
LNQ / A surprising result from [20], though, shows that

For an infinite population (where
¨p NIA«¬
2

P<®XZ QC

2

you can replace Z by V to get the average size for the next generation:
4

5

¯
and ° are based on operators ± and ² (see, e.g., [17]) which match the upper and lower parts
of general, non-linear, GP schemata.
We will use ³ as a binary infix max operator, and ´ as a binary infix min operator.

Theorem 2. For GP using infinite populations, linear structures, standard crossover,
and no mutation we have
¨p NG«p8

K<?XVIC

2

LQN /

(2)

2

Implicit it these results, but clarified here for the first time, is:
Theorem 3 (Exact theory of length change for infinite populations). For GP using
infinite populations, linear structures, standard crossover, and no mutation we have
¨p N|.I>µ¨p N

2

P<¶XZ QC


LQN0>

2

P<¶XMHWQC


2

LQN

(3)

LN /

(4)

2

or equivalently
¨pPNG«I>¨pPN

K<?XVIC

2

2

LQN0>

P<¶XMHIC


2

2

For infinite populations Theorem 3 gives an exact quantitative theory of the changes
in the average size of a population over time.6 Previous theories of bloat are then in some
sense approximations of this result, usually based on some simplifying assumptions
(e.g., that a run has “plateaued”). This result also makes it clear that it would be rather
surprising if there wasn’t some sort of change in the average size, since this would
require an unlikely balance between the selection probability and the length distribution.

3 Flat fitness landscapes
In [20, in this proceedings] we applied the Schema Theorem from the previous section
to the case of a flat fitness landscape; due to space limitations we won’t repeat those
results here. A key result in this context, however, was that standard crossover on a
flat landscape heavily over samples the shorter programs. This sampling bias in favor
of shorter programs raises serious questions about the “all other things being equal”
assumption in the “Nature of program search spaces” theory of bloat (Sec. 1.1). That
theory depends crucially on at least an approximately uniform sampling of the search
space by the operators, and here, at least, we clearly do not have uniform sampling
by standard crossover. So while that theory may well be valuable in helping explain
behaviors in other contexts, it is not clear how it can be applied in this setting.

4 The one-then-zeros problem
We will now apply the Schema Theorem in a setting where there is bloat, namely the
one-then-zeros problem. We will start by defining and motivating the problem, and we
will then use the Schema Theorem to derive length distribution results similar to those
reported in [20] for the flat fitness landscape case. In contrast to the flat fitness case,
in the one-then-zeros problem we do observe bloat, as well as some important length
redistribution effects in the early generations.
6

We can, in fact, extend this to the finite population case, but to do so we need to replace the
exact value on the left hand side with an expectation, namely, ·x¸ ¹º¼»½¾'}¿À;¹º¼»¿KÁ .

4.1

One-then-zeros problem definition






In this problem we have )§¶Â L1ÃÅÄ and *??Â Ä . Both  and Ã are unary
operators that add and  respectively to their argument. This gives us a problem that
is essentially equivalent to studying variable length strings of 0’s and 1’s, with the constraint that the strings always end in a 0. Note that Ã is INC, and  can be seen as
DON’T-INC, so this problem is structurally quite similar to the earlier INC-IGNORE
problem. Fitness in this problem will be 1 if the string starts with a 1 and has zeros
elsewhere, i.e., the string has the form " QE where FÆ ; fitness will be 0 otherwise.
Both the replication accuracy and the removal bias hypotheses (Sec. 1.1) suggest
that this problem might exhibit bloat. For replication accuracy, increasingly long tails
of ’s could act as a mechanism for increasing the probability of constructing “correct”
offspring (avoiding bad crossover). Similarly there is a slight removal bias since the
one “bad” crossover involves
removing the entire root parent and replacing it with a

substring consisting of all ’s, which would on average be shorter than the removed
string. Note, however, that the nature of program search spaces hypothesis does not
appear to apply here, as the proportion of fit individuals is not constant with respect
to length. There is in fact just a single “correct” string for any given length, so the
density of solutions drops dramatically as length increases. In this case the program
search space hypothesis would not appear to suggest bloat, and might instead be seen
as suggesting the opposite, since the odds of finding a correct short individual would
seem to be much higher than the odds of finding a correct long individual.

4.2

Calculating Ç

XO

È%ÈQÉÊ}ËÍÌ%Î1Ê

and Ç

XO È-ÏÈQÐÊ-ÑÌ1Î1Ê

We will start7 by deriving schema equations for ZqD
tion of length.

2

LN

so we can study the evolu-

Theorem 4 (Length distribution for one-then-zeros). Using the Schema Theorem
(Theorem 1) we can show that for GP on the one-then-zeros problem using standard

crossover and no mutation, the distribution of lengths is characterized (for <¶ ) by
Z
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In the flat fitness case, the formula for Z QC LQN depended only on probabilities
of the form VWQCEÕLQN , so if we wanted to iterate the equation we only needed to keep
track of HIDE×LQN for all the legal F at each
generation. In this case, though, Z Q C 2 LQN

depends on probabilities of the form VIÕ QEÕLN , so we also need to know HW" EÕLQN at
each  generation. Thus
we need to use the Schema Theorem a second time to compute

.
Z " EÕLQN for F;
7

The derivation of the results in this section are more lengthy than illuminating and will be
omitted as a result. See [12] for the details.



Theorem 5 ( Õ QE distribution for one-then-zeros).
Using the Schema Theorem (The
orem 1) we can also show that for F;
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Fortunately
we find here that ZqÕ  E LN only depends on probabilities of the form

VWÕ Þ!LN , so no further calculations are needed. Unfortunately most problems are not
so restricted, and it is possible for this process to quickly balloon until one is forced
to track the proportion of every different string. This is essentially intractable, though,
since the number of different strings grows doubly exponentially with the generation N .
As a result it is, at this point in the development of the theory, still a rare problem where
one can do this level of exact analysis.
4.3

One-then-zeros results

We can numerically iterate the equations in Theorems 4 and 5 to better understand
the behavior of an infinite GP population on this problem. Note, however, that tracking
these distributions over time becomes expensive in terms of computational effort. In this
2
case, for example, generating both ZqC LN and ZqÕ EÕLN are ß7CÜáàQâ where N is the
generation. 8 A crucial point, though, is that these equations only need to be run once,
and have no stochastic effects. They are exact calculations of the relevant quantities
(up to the limitations of the floating point representation), and once computed need
never be computed again. This is in contrast to typical empirical results in evolutionary
computation, where combinations of large populations and multiple runs are necessary
to smooth out the stochastic effects, and even then there is no guarantee that any two
sets of runs will have similar behavior.

Here we calculated ZqD 2 LN and ZqÕ QEÕLN for 75 generations, with an initial
population
consisting entirely of the only fit individual of length 3, namely “100” (so
! 
VW
L ª¶ ). The key results are summarized in Figures 3 and 4. Fig. 3(a) shows
that after a few generations, the average length begins to grow quite steadily, at least for
those 75 generations. As we saw in Sec. 1.2, though, there are significant risks in over
generalizing from a small view like this, so it is by no means clear that this growth will
continue. Our eventual goal is to develop something like a closed form for the average
size at time N to better understand the long term behavior.
Both Figures 3 and 4 show interesting behavior in the first few generations that
deserves attention. In Fig. 3(a) we see a flat section at the beginning, which then changes
to steady growth. In Fig. 3(b) we see a very high proportion of short individuals at the
beginning, which then drops quite steeply. In Fig. 4 we see a surprising dip in the
proportion of fit individuals in the first few generations, which is then followed by the
8

We have
found, though, that ignoring values of ã below some small threshold (we have used
På
'}$áä
) seems to have little impact on the numeric results and can greatly speed up the calculations since it significantly slows the growth of the number of strings that need to be tracked.

(a) Average length for one-then-zeros

(b) Length distribution for one-then-zeros
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Fig. 3. Graph (a), on the left, shows the growth in the average length of the (infinite) population in
the one-then-zeros problem. Graph (b), on the right, shows the distribution of lengths plotted for
every 10 generations. The general shapes resemble the gamma distributions for the flat landscape
in [20], but here the height of the distributions clearly drops and the peak moves to the right over
time, reflecting the increase in average size shown in (a).
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Fig. 4. The proportion of fit individuals (or, equivalently for this problem, the average fitness) in
the one-then-zeros problem as a function of time, plotted alongside the proportion of individuals
of length 2 and the proportion of both “10” and “00”. (Note that every individual in the initial
population is fit.)

expected rise. While we have no definitive explanation for these behaviors, we can
suggest some possibilities. It seems likely, for example, that the rise in the proportion
of strings of length 2 is simply a move in the early generations towards a gamma-like
distribution with a mean length near 3 (the mean length of the initial distribution). This
may, in turn, be the indirect cause of both the lack of initial bloat and the initial drop in
the proportion of fit individuals.
In Fig. 4 the initial dip in the proportion of fit individuals corresponds closely to
very high proportions of individuals of length 2. As the average size grows, however,
the proportion of strings of length 2 in the (still gamma-like) distributions soon drops.
Note also the significant proportion of the unfit string “00”, which contributes to the
initial dip in the proportion of fit individuals. After a sharp drop in the proportion of
“00” in the first few generations,
its proportion drops quite slowly thereafter (especially

given that it has fitness ). In contrast, the proportion of “10” (which has fitness 1)
rises for several generations, but then drops much more quickly than that of “00”, soon
being almost equal to it. Since “00” has fitness , it can never be selected as a parent,

so neither replication accuracy nor removal bias can tell us anything about why a nontrivial proportion of the population’s resources are devoted to sampling this string. It
exists strictly as a creation effect, an effect frequently dismissed in other theories.9
These observations suggest that it may be common for runs to have an initial period
that is heavily influenced (and in some cases dominated) by a redistribution of lengths
towards a gamma-like distribution. This redistribution may have little to do with fitness, being instead driven by the size bias of standard crossover. There is, for example,
considerable anecdotal evidence that many GP runs are initially dominated by short,
moderately fit trees, and that the heavy sampling of these short trees can interfere with
the progress of the run. The results presented here suggest this might be especially true
if the initial average size is small (as in this case), as the gamma distribution with a
small mean has a very strong bias towards over sampling small trees. It is possible that
further exploration of these ideas could lead to important new understanding in the area
of population initialization.

5 Landscape levels and program size
In the previous sections we saw how the schema theory could be used to better understand the evolution of length distributions over time both in cases where there was no
bloat and in cases where there was bloat. In this section we will show how the theory
can be used to predict some important behaviors in cases where the fitness can be seen
as essentially two-valued.10 What we find is that in the infinite population case the average length of the population moves away from the average length of the strings having
the lower fitness. Thus the particulars of the fitness landscape are not important; what
is important is simply the average length of the strings having the lower fitness and the
average length of the population. Quite surprising, perhaps, is the fact that this holds
even if one of the two levels is sampled by just a single string,11 which means that even
a single string with fitness different from that in an otherwise flat landscape is sufficient
to drive the average size of the entire population. We will call small parts of the search
space having the lower fitness “holes”, and small parts of the search space having the
higher fitness “spikes”; we will use the term “glitch” to describe both holes and spikes.
These results are based on the assumption of an infinite population, which ensures
that the average size of the strings in the two fitness levels is accurately sampled. In
the finite population case stochastic effects make it possible for one of the levels to
not be sampled accurately (especially if that level only represents a small proportion
of the search space). As an example, consider an a fitness landscape where the fitness
of every string is 1 except for the string “00”, which has fitness 0. If the population
9

10

11

It is also a small example of the possible use of bloat as a repository for genetic material, as
suggested in [2]. In this case the material in question never directly contributes positively to
the fitness of individuals it’s inserted into, but it does suggest that specific structures could be
preserved in bloat and recovered later.
The requirement that the fitness function has only two values might, at first, seem quite restrictive. There are settings, however, where this may not be such a unrealistic model. In a highly
converged run of a discrete problem, for example, the selection process may well only turn up
a limited number of fitness values (see, e.g., [7]).
Here we mean a single string in the search space and not a single individual in the population.

contains many short strings, then the hole is likely to be heavily sampled and, as we
shall see shortly, bloat will likely occur. If, however, the population consists of very
long strings, then it is much less likely that the hole will ever be sampled, and if it
isn’t then the system will presumably behave (at least temporarily) as if it’s acting on
a flat fitness landscape. It is possible that this is at least part of the explanation for the
increasingly noisy behavior of the size curves in the INC-IGNORE problem (Fig. 1(b)).
As the average size in the small population grows, the sampling of the unfit strings may
become increasingly erratic, causing (in part) this highly noisy behavior.
5.1

Computing the mean size

Since one of our key goals is tracking the changes in the mean population size over
time, it would be nice if we could find an equation that relates the average size at time
N-Æ in terms of the average size at time N . In this section we will derive such an equation
under the assumption that the fitness function has only two values, and the assumption
of an infinite population.
Theorem 2 gave us the following formula for the average size of an infinite population at time N :
2
¨p NG«p8
K<?XVIC
LQN /
(5)
2

We will start by extending this result to include schemata other than those of the form
2
C . Assume that the set of possible strings is partitioned into a set è of disjoint, fixed
length schemata. We will write èéAÂÃè5aÄ where the è5 are the schemata in question, and
denote the length of the strings in è5 by ê è5Tê . Further assume that the fitness function is
constant within each of these schemata; we will write Y0Kè 5  for the fitness shared by all
instances of è5 . Note that the assumptions here are not restrictive since for any fitness
function we can always decompose the space into singleton schemata, one for each
different string, and those singleton schemata would trivially satisfy these conditions.
Given these new assumptions one can rewrite Eq. (5) as
¨p NG«p8

Tê è5Tê×XªVWCè5QLN

(6)

5

and Eq. (1) (from Sec. 2.3) as
Qê è5TêXHICè5LQN /

¨p NA

(7)

5

It is useful in what follows to generalize ¨ so that we can compute the mean length of
strings matching a particular subset ë of the schemata (i.e., ëìGè ):
¨pKëíLNp

¬

5 Qê ëx5QêXHIKë5LQN
¬

/

(8)

5 HICëx5LQN

Eq. (7) is now a special instance of Eq. (8) where ë[8è , in which case the denominator
is 1.
For fitness proportionate selection we know that
VWKè5LQNp©HIKè5LQNÔXY0Cè5KTS YI N 
¬

HIKè5TLQNqXY0Cè5C
~

KHIKè
~

LNqXUY0Cè
~

/


(9)

Putting Eq. (9) into Eq. (6), we then get
Theorem 6 (¨pPNo« in terms of HI N ). If the set of possible strings is partitioned into
a set of disjoint, fixed length schemata ÂÃè 5 Ä of uniform fitness, we have, for an infinite
population, standard crossover, no mutation, and fitness proportionate selection, that
¬

¨p NG«p

5 Tê è5mêvXMHIKè5QLNXY0Cè5KQ

¬


YI N

5 Tê è5mêvXMHIKè5QLNXY0Cè5KQ
¬
~

KHIKè
~

LNqXMY0Kè
~



/

(10)

Note that in Eq. (10), the numerator is nearly Eq. (7) for ¨p N except for the presence
of the Y0Cè5K term. This suggests that if we make some simplifying assumptions about
the fitness, we might be able to write this in terms of ¨p N . Assume, then, that the fitness
function only has two values,  and qïY î . Then we can split the set ÂÃè 5 Ä of schemata
into a disjoint union Â«è 5 Äµ®Â.ðñvÄòÂ.ó ô"Ä where Â«ðñ×Äé?ÂÃè 5 ê{Y0Cè 5 Æõ!Ä , and
Â.ó ô Ä [Â«è5Wê«Y0Kè5Dp  Yî Ä . This allows us to further rewrite Eq. (10):
¨p N|.
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Distributing across
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Equations (7) and (8). ÷
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Eq. (10); definition of
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This, then, gives us the following:
Theorem 7 (Size evolution equation). If Â.ó ô Ä is a set of disjoint, fixed length schemata of uniform fitness x Y î , and the rest of the search space has fitness  , then,
for an infinite population, standard crossover, no mutation, and fitness proportionate
selection, we have
¨p N|.p|¨p NÔX

 ø

ÿúû ü }
ý þ
â ¡ =
X YU
î XU¬

ø â ¡
î X ¬ ô HIPó
  YU

ô HIKó4ô×LQN
ô LN

/

(11)

The numerator and denominator in Eq. (11) differ only by ¨pÂ.ó ô Ä"LNTS«¨pPN . This
allows us to fully characterize the change in the (infinite) population’s average size from
time N to NW| solely in terms of the sign of Y î and whether ¨paÂ«ó4ôÕÄÕLNTS«¨p N is greater

or less than 1. For “spikes”, i.e., when YÍ
, we have
î 
¨paÂ«ó

¨paÂ«ó4ôÕÄÕLNQSÃ¨p N

For “holes”, i.e., YÍ
î :
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, the converse is true:

¨paÂ«ó
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Thus if the fitness of the ó 5 is better than the fitness of the ð 5 , the average size of the
population will move towards the average size of the ó45 . If, on the other hand, the fitness
of the ó 5 is worse than the fitness of the ð 5 , then the average size of the population will
move away from the average size of the ó 5 .
It is important to note that this latter case could lead to either bloat or a shrinking
average size depending on whether ¨p N is above or below ¨pÂ.ó ô!ÄÕLN . Thus we see
that the same forces that can lead to bloat in one setting can lead to the opposite effect
in another setting. It is also important to note that while this tells us that (in these
conditions) bloat will continue forever, it does not tell us that the magnitude of the bloat
is unbounded; it is possible, for example, that the average size will continue to grow
towards some asymptotic limit.
One of the most remarkable implications of this is that a single string with higher
or lower fitness than an otherwise flat landscape is sufficient (in the infinite population
case) to drive the average size of the entire population. Preliminary experiments with
finite populations indicate that small holes are also capable of affecting change in the
average length for a time, although sampling effects eventually take over. It’s possible, therefore, that one might be able to use these ideas to develop new methods for
managing the size of individuals during a run.

6 Conclusions and future work
In this paper we have shown how the schema theory for linear-structure GP from [20]
can be productively applied to the important challenge of better understanding the
changes in size distributions during a GP run. We have seen (Sec. 1.2) that, while experimental work is crucial, one must be very careful in interpreting the data that comes
from unavoidably small views on a large and complex process. Applications of the
schema theory to problems both with (Sec. 4) and without fitness (Sec. 3) suggest that
standard crossover induces some very specific biases in the distributions of sizes, with
a very strong tendency to over sample the smaller structures. There also appear to be
significant redistribution effects that may be a major force in the early stages of a GP
run. We have also generalized these specific results, yielding two important theoretical
results. The first is an exact theory of bloat (Sec. 2.3) which gives a formula for the
change in average program size for infinite populations of linear structures when using

standard crossover without mutation. The second is a general theory of how average
sizes change on flat landscapes with glitches (Sec. 5), including the surprising result
that a single string glitch is sufficient to drive the average program size of an infinite
population.
These ideas open up numerous possible avenues for future research, both theoretical and applied. While this paper has concentrated on standard GP crossover without
mutation, we have extended this elsewhere to include headless chicken crossover and
two different types of subtree mutation [19, 14]. The theory could then be extended
to combinations of operators, complete with different likelihood of application. Also,
since the length distribution for the one-then-zeros problem (Fig. 3(b)) doesn’t appear
to reach a limit distribution as it did in the flat fitness landscape, finding a closed form
for that distribution over time would be of real value. The two-level fitness theory tells
us that under certain conditions bloat will happen, and will in fact continue forever, but
at the moment it’s not clear whether the average size rises towards some asymptotic
value, or instead continues without bound.
One of the most intriguing possible applications of these ideas is the possibility of
using artificially created “holes” to control code growth. The two-level fitness theory
suggests that one might be able to slow or stop bloat either by lowering the fitness of
a (possibly small) set of large individuals, or by raising the fitness of a set of small
individuals. There are important issues, such as sampling errors, that would also need
to be studied, but one might eventually be able to develop a method that would allow us
to control code growth in a way which limits the changes made to the fitness landscape,
thereby limiting the introduced bias.
Another key application is to the question of population initialization. Most of the
existing initialization techniques are fairly ad hoc, and may in fact interact badly with
the sampling bias induced by standard crossover. Our theoretical results could be used
as the basis for new initialization techniques that minimize the potentially distributive
effects of both length redistribution and over sampling of small structures.
In sum, we have seen that the schema theory can be successfully applied to a variety of linear problems, and that the results help answer important questions and suggest
interesting new lines of inquiry. It is our expectation that further development will continue to yield valuable results.
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